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Tools and Toolbars 
Adobe now has a “Quick Tools” bar on the menu. To customize this toolbar, right-click in the bar and 
choose Customize Quick Tools. 

 

 

 

Reading Settings 
Select the preferences menu (Edit > Preferences; Ctrl + K) and then select Reading from the Categories 
list to set the reading preferences, including the voice and the speed. Note that the default speed is 190, 
which may be slow for readers who are used to listening to books. Be aware that the slowest speed is 
currently 150, which may be too fast for some students with learning disabilities. 

 



Please note that although you can, in theory, use any of the voices installed in your system, I found that 
using anything other than the default voice on my machine resulted in the program crashing. I have a lot 
of assistive technology on my system. Your experience may vary. 

 

 

Reading Commands 
The reading commands are (somewhat nonintuitively, in my opinion) under View. Such being the case, it 
would be good to teach your students the keyboard shortcuts. 

 

Shift + Ctrl + Y = read the text in currently selected text area (shown with a box)  
 Note that with this option selected, clicking on a new textbox will read that box 
 Also note that using this keyboard command again will deactivate the reading. 

Shift + Ctrl + V = read the current page 

Shift + Ctrl + B = read to end of document 



Shift + Ctrl + C = pause reading 

 

Although Adobe will verbalize the text, it does not track or highlight where it is reading. It will continue 
to read past what can be seen on the screen. 

 

Please note that Shift + Ctrl + E = ends reading; however, this is also the keyboard command to launch 
Dolphin Easy Reader. If you have both installed, you will have a keyboard conflict. 

 

You can also use the menu to stop reading: 

Choose View > Read Out Loud > Pause ( same as Shift + Ctrl + C) 

Choose View > Read Out Loud > Stop (same as Shift + Ctrl + E) 

 

Accessibility 
Adobe Reader allows a number of nice accessibility features, including changing the color of the 
text/background and choosing the zoom setting. To access these features, choose Preferences (CTRL + 
K) and select Accessibility from the Categories list. 

 



 

 

White text on blue background at 200% zoom. 

 



 

 

Encourage low vision users who wish to work with enlarged text to use the keyboard commands. (All 
commands found under the View > Zoom menu.) 

 

Ctrl + Y = zoom to (set the magnification level) 

 

 

 

Ctrl + 0 = Fit Page 

Ctrl + 1 = Actual size 

Ctrl + 2 = Fit width 

Ctrl + 3 = Fit visible 



Ctrl + 4 = Reflow 

 

Reflow is an exciting feature that shifts the text on the page to eliminate the need for excessive scrolling. 
Below is an example of 800% zoom with reflow on. 

 

Reflow is not under View > Zoom > Reflow. 

 

To use the full screen for reading use the keyboard command CTRL + L. 

 

 

Setting High-Contrast Viewing 

1.   Open the tagged Adobe PDF file in Acrobat 7.0. 
 
2.   Choose Edit > Preferences > Accessibility. 
 
3.   From the Color Scheme menu, choose Use Custom Scheme. 
 
4.   In the Document Colors Options area, check the checkbox labeled "Replace Document 

Colors".  Choose your color options for Page Background and Document Text. 
 
5.   Select "OK". 
 



Note: Windows also supports a high-contrast viewing mode. If you’ve already set up your Windows 
system for this mode, you can choose Use Windows Colors instead. 

 

Bookmarks 
Use the keyboard command Ctrl + B to insert a bookmark. You can name the bookmark. Selecting a 
bookmark returns you to the point in the text at which it was created. 
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